Lperformance, the Peacham drawing has held a position of unique importance since 1925, when E. K. Chambers introduced it to the scholarly community.1 Preserved at Longleat House, the widely reprinted document consists of a folio sheet, across the top of which is a pen-and-ink drawing; beneath it, some 40 lines of text from Shakespeare's Vitus Andronicus, written largely in secretary hand; and, in the lower left margin, an italic autograph or attribution-Henricus Peacham-along with a cryptically rendered date, generally taken to be 1595.2 Among numerous difficulties attending an accurate reading of the Longleat manuscript, the most fundamental is the disparity between the drawing and the lines from Titus Andronicus inscribed below it. As R. A. Foakes succinctly puts it, "it looks as though the text has no direct relation to the drawing." Foakes speculates that the text "could have been added later, and by another hand. 
near-modern armour as was available would therefore be appropriated to them?''13 I would add that the combed morion is also the headgear worn by the figure being honored with laurel boughs in Claude Paradin's "Optimus civis" (1557).14 The costumes of the men-at-arms, though anachronistic and inaccurate, are both emblematically and theatrically sound. Along with the other costumes in the tableau, they support the contention that the Peacham drawing depicts an actual theatrical wardrobe. As Holmes puts it, they show "features that the artist was highly unlikely to have imagined and must therefore be assumed to have seen and drawn upon a living actor."'15
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